How to proces over 33bln events in under 4 minutes
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4,7 mln households
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Enterprise Architect, Vectra
Head of Data, Vectra
CEO, SaaS Manager
CTO, Neoteric
„I do stuff with data & cloud”

~350 TB data processed every
months (just analytics)
Google Cloud, K8, not-a-typicalcorporate-stack
Hiring!

g.gwozdz@vectra.pl

Challenge:
Process billions of
events in minutes
not weeks

TV Schedule
1000s of XMLs

Customer

Genre

Cluster

Genre

1

Action: 123 min
SciFi: 456 min
Fantasy: 768 min
Fighting: 9min

X

Action -> HBO

Y

Sport -> Eleven

Z

Kids -> Disney +

Device Events #1
100s mlns of records

2

Device Events #2
10s mlns of records

Device Data
<10 mln of records

3

Available via other
pipelines

Small team
that cannot
handle
extenstive
maintance
work

Cost
concious
company
and tight
budget

Romance: 123 min
Lifestyle: 456 min
News: 768 min
Travel: 9min
Cooking: 123 min
Kids: 456 min
Cartoons: 768 min
News: 9min

Low
reliability
of source
systems

Short time
when data
is kept in
source
systems

Low
performan
ce of onprem data
warehouse

Collect TV Schedule from FTP
Volume:

1000s of files

Format:

XML Files (zipped)

Source:

FTP

Contraints/problems:
• short history
• slow file listing
• duplicates

Use cloud functions with triggers for large
numer of small files
Reliable there are
no servers
to fail

Cheap 300k files
are within
free limit!

Cheap –
loading
data to BQ
from GCS
is free!

Scalable –
easilly
proces
hundreds of
files at once

Complex
to chain
multiple
functions

Slow
loading of
large numer
of files
(append and
dedup)

Collect STB
events

Volume:

10 s of bilions

Format:

DB Tables

Source:

PostgreSQL

Contraints/problems:
• Large volume of events
• Short history

Low latency
as data is
replicated in
near
realtime
Cheap open
source CDC with
only streaming
inserts being
significant cost
Low
maintenance as
most
components are
manager
services (BQ,
PubSub, K8)

Predictable
storage
cost

Limited
scalability of
debezium
connector
(only
vertical)

(Not tested) no need to setup dataflow anymore!

Collect STB
diagnostics

Volume:

10s of milions

Format:

DB Tables

Source:

PostgreSQL

Contraints/problems:
• Cannot change config 
• Only SQL queries (batch extract)

Incremental
extracts
partially
mitigated
higher
latency

Low
maintenanc
e as VM id
only created
for duration
of extract

No
external
deps. for
data
extractions

Cheap just pay
for storage
for data
files

Surprisingly
fast as files
are
uploaded
directly from
memory

Low query
performan
ce on
source
system

class CsvTextBuilder(object):
def __init__(self):
self.csv_string = []

def write(self, row):
self.csv_string.append(row)

Works like in memory
file

def __str__(self):
return ''.join(self.csv_string)

def upload_batch_from_string(data: str, bucket_name, folder_name, file_name):
bucket = storage_client.bucket(bucket_name)
blob = bucket.blob(f'{folder_name}/{file_name}')
blob.upload_from_string(data)

string_csv = CsvTextBuilder()
output_csv = csv.writer(string_csv, delimiter=delimiter)
output_csv.writerow(header)
upload_batch_from_string(str(string_csv), bucket_name, dataset_name, file_name)

Send data from
memory not disk

Read data from DB
and format in memory

Staging Zone

Landing Zone
TV Schedule

Deduplicate &
format

1000s of XMLs

EPG
100 000s of records in BQ

~3sec / hourly

Device Events

Calculate watch
intervals of
audtions

10s of blns of records

Watch Events
100s mlns of records

<3sec / ongoing

Device Diagnostics
10s mlns of records

~2min / hourly

Device Data
<10 mln of records
N/A

Determine
current state

Diagnostics
mlns of records

Archive
Zipped TV
schedule files
Dagnostics
records

Device events
files

Deduplicate EPG & format data

gcloud dataproc autoscaling-policies import dwh_large_cluster -source=scaling_policies/scaling_policy_large.yml
--region=europe-west1

gcloud dataproc clusters create "cluster-prod" --autoscalingpolicy=dwh_large_cluster --region=europe-west1 --scopes=cloud-platform --workermachine-type=n1-highmem-8 --master-machine-type=n1-standard-8 --image-version=2.0
--max-idle=5m --no-address --subnet=xxx

~200 CPU, 15 TB ram, 5 USD/ 1h
gcloud dataproc clusters delete "cluster-prod" --region=europe-west1

Data Proc ephermal clusters
Extremely
high
performan
ce in short
bursts

No
maintance
as there are
no clusters
to maintain

Logging and
telemetry is
already
included and
history is kept

Extremely
cheap as
little to no
resources
are wasted

Boiler plate
code to
setup and
delete
clusters on
the fly

✓ Use spot VMs whenever possible
✓ Remove cluster after job finishes
✓ Set idle removal for min value (5min)
✓ Set scaling policies (s, m, l, xl)
✓ BigQuery as source of data (free and fast)

Calculate watch stats – intervals (33+ bln)
WITH watch_events AS (
SELECT ...
lag(time) over (partition by source order by time) as prev_event_time,
lag(name) over (partition by source order by time) as prev_event,
lag(iparam_2) over (partition by source order by time) as NrKanaluUslugi,
FROM `project.dataset.table`
where 1 = 1
33+ bln
records in
and name in ('CH0', 'CH1')
~2,5 min
)
!!!
SELECT time, preb_event_time, channelId, …
from watch_events we
where 1 = 1 and name = 'CH0' and prev_event = 'CH1'
order by source, time

Calculate watch stats – auditions (5+bln)
with events as (
select
GENERATE_UUID() as IDZdarzeniaSTBzEPG,
…
TIMESTAMP_DIFF(a.DataZakonczenia, a.DataStartu, SECOND) as CzasTrwaniaZdarzenia,
TIMESTAMP_DIFF(
LEAST(b.DataKonca, a.DataZakonczenia),
GREATEST(b.DataStartu, a.DataStartu), SECOND
) as CzasOgladaniaAudycji,
…
from `project.dataset.ZdarzeniaSTB` as a
join `project.dataset.ZdarzeniaEPG` as b on
5+ bln x
b.NrKanaluUslugi = a.NrKanaluUslugi
4mln in
and CAST(a.DataStartu as DATE) = CAST(b.DataStartu as DATE)
<5min
where TIMESTAMP_DIFF(
!!!
LEAST(b.DataKonca, a.DataZakonczenia),
GREATEST(b.DataStartu, a.DataStartu), SECOND
)>0
)
select * from events

BQ guidelines
It’s so
fast, did I
mention
33bln in
<4mins?

Predictibale
cost based
on data used
not abstract
processing
units

Cheap
storage,
it’s the
same as
GCS!

Expensive
queries,
especially
updates

No
maintance,
no indexes,
no servers, it
just works

Difficult
testing
compared
to Python
and Spark

✓ Load data from GCS
✓ Overwrite tables instead of updates
✓ Limit columns
✓ Create tables instead of views/joins
✓ Remeber about partitioning for
reading small portion of data
✓ Remember about partitionng
+clustering for updates

TV Schedule

Deduplicate &
format

1000s of XMLs

Calculate watch
intervals of
audtions

~2min / hourly

~2,5min / daily
Determine
current state

Device events
files

Diagnostics
records

Watch Events
1 s of blns of records

<3sec / ongoing

10s mlns of records

EPG
~1min / daily

10s of blns of records

Device Diagnostics

Zipped TV
schedule files

100 000s of records in BQ

~3sec / hourly

Device Events

Archive Zone

Staging Zone

Landing Zone

Combine on
overlap

Prod Zone
Auditions Stats

Diagnostics
10 of mlns of records
~2,5 min / daily

100s mlns of records
~1min or 6min / daily

Diagnostic Stats
100s mlns of records

Device Data
<10 mln of records
N/A

~1min / daily

Power BI

Data Studio

Various
data
sources

Slower
than DS
with
BigQuery

Cheap
pay only
for query
cost

Only
GCP
data sets

Tools summary
Cloud Functions
Combine with Cloud Storage
events to proces large numer
of small files.

Data Proc
Complex processing that can
be done in bursts. Allows
proper testing.

Debezium
Big Query
Effective processing of
extremely large sets of data.

Cloud Storage
Cheap and durable storage
for data incoming to the
cloud and for archives.

Change data capture for databases. It
especially convinient for append only
table (like logs or events).
With full replication you need to
merge CDC events (still awesome).

Events
processed in
3 minutes
instead of 3
weeks

Detailed
audition
tracking
(previously
impossible)
2x
conversion
rate on
marketing
campaigns

Unlimited power
(for fair price)

Avoid
multimilion
investment
in licenses
and
hardware

Easier
recruiting
thanks to
„fun stuff”

Low
maintance
(stuff in
GCP just
works)

You just said „we will do
it in the cloud” and they
agreed?

Short manual
how to talk about
tech with your
CxO

Money

TTM

Security

Exit plan

Investment vs Profit
Your CTO might be tech savy but still has his P&L. Build a case showing
where Cloud saves you big bucks. Remeber about manager services
and high salary of SREs/admins and costs of buying hardware to cover
bursts and/or storage scaling.
Build investment to be predictable and show how it will be managed.

Time To Market
Not having to wait for months hardware and configure complex
environment thanks to services provided by the cloud can easily shave
of 6 months of a project your exec must deliver. Be the hero she/he
needs.

InfoSec
Be friends with the info sec team. Show them how stuff works by
setting up free account and explaining the basics. Keep sending them
tutorials for interesting services (security center, DLP, encryption,
secret manager etc).
Finally set up a demo/workshop with a cloud provider and have tchem
explain details ;)
Moving back to on-premise
Show what will happen when you decide to cancel your cloud contract
(high prices, legal conflicts etc). I strongly recommend picking services
based on opensource that you can run in house if needed.

Questions?

You can find me:
• Near coffee
• Near sweets
• Near sweets & coffee
You can reach me via:
• Phone: 600 306 785
• Work Email:
g.gwozdz@vectra.pl
• Other work email:
grzegorz@nailinthecode.com

